Remote sensing devices such as lidars are currently being investigated as alternatives to cup anemometers on meteorological towers. Although lidars can measure mean wind speeds at heights spanning an entire turbine rotor disk and can be easily moved from one location to another, they measure different values of turbulence than an instrument on a tower. Current methods for improving lidar turbulence estimates include the use of analytical turbulence models and expensive scanning lidars. While 5 these methods provide accurate results in a research setting, they cannot be easily applied to smaller, commercially available lidars in locations where high-resolution sonic anemometer data are not available. Thus, there is clearly a need for a turbulence error reduction model that is simpler and more easily applicable to lidars that are used in the wind energy industry.
compared. The effects of lidar turbulence error on power prediction at the different sites are described in Section 5. Section 6 includes performance metrics of L-TERRA for all three sites, and atmospheric conditions under which the model requires improvement are highlighted. Conclusions and plans for future work are discussed in Section 7.
Background
Although lidars are frequently used in wind energy studies (e.g., Peña et al., 2009; Krishnamurthy et al., 2013; Wharton et al., 5 2015; Newsom et al., 2015) , they typically measure different values of turbulence than a cup or sonic anemometer (e.g., Newman et al., 2016b) . In this section, the factors that cause these turbulence discrepancies are discussed. In addition, current methods for reducing turbulence measurement error from lidars are highlighted.
Lidar technology
Lidars emit laser light into the atmosphere and measure the Doppler shift of the backscattered energy to estimate the mean 10 wind velocity of volumes of air. Laser light from Doppler lidars is typically scattered by aerosol particles in the atmosphere, which are normally prevalent in the boundary layer (Emeis, 2010) . For pulsed Doppler lidars, the time series of the returned signal is split into blocks that correspond to range gates and processed to estimate the average radial wind speed at each range gate. The sign and magnitude of the radial wind speed are determined from the Doppler shift of the returned signal with respect to the original signal (Huffaker and Hardesty, 1996) . 15 One lidar that is frequently used in the wind energy industry is the WC, manufactured by Leosphere (Orsay, France). The WC employs a Doppler-Beam swinging (DBS) (e.g., Strauch et al., 1984) technique to estimate the three-dimensional wind vector wherein an optical switch is used to point the laser beam toward the four cardinal directions (north, east, south, and west) at an angle of 28
• from zenith. The WC also includes a vertical beam position for a direct measurement of the vertical velocity. The WC accumulates measurements at each beam position for one second, such that a full scan takes approximately 20 4-5 seconds. However, velocity data from the WC are updated each time new information is obtained (i.e., every time the beam moves to a different position), leading to an output frequency of 1 Hz.
Errors in lidar data
In Doppler wind lidars, instrument noise results from factors such as the limited amount of aerosol scatterers in the probe volume (Lenschow et al., 2000) and spontaneous radiation emissions from the laser (Chang, 2005) . Instrument noise increases 25 the variability of the radial wind speeds measured by the lidar, which artificially increases the turbulence estimates. In contrast, volume averaging decreases the turbulence estimated from the lidar. To obtain a reasonable estimate of the radial velocity, lidars require backscatter data from a large number of scatterers within a probe volume. For the WC, the probe volume measures 20 m along the beam and is negligibly small in the cross-beam and vertical directions. The probe volume acts as a low-pass filter, effectively filtering out all turbulent motions that occur on spatial scales smaller than 20 m. The probe volume is a trade-off 30 
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The WC, like most other commercial lidars, collects measurements around a scanning circle to estimate the three-dimensional wind vector. At each beam position, the WC obtains an estimate of the line-of-sight velocity, which, for the off-vertical beam positions, contains contributions from all three wind components. If it is assumed that the instantaneous flow field is uniform 5 across the scanning circle, then the line-of-sight velocities can be combined to estimate the u, v, and w wind components. However, this assumption is generally not true in turbulent flow, when the wind field changes significantly in both space and time (e.g., Wainwright et al., 2014; Lundquist et al., 2015) . As the WC scanning circle has a diameter of 106 m at a measurement height of 100 m above ground level (AGL), it is likely that the instantaneous flow field changes in space, even in flat terrain.
This changing flow field across the lidar scanning circle introduces additional terms into the variance calculations in a phe-10 nomenon known as variance contamination (e.g., Sathe et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2016b) . This effect contaminates the true value of the velocity variance and can cause the lidar to measure higher values of turbulence than a cup or sonic anemometer.
Current methods for correcting lidar turbulence
Several data processing techniques and state-of-the art measurement configurations have already been developed for acquiring turbulence measurements from lidars (Sathe et al., 2015a) . However, many of these measurement configurations require ex- 15 pensive scanning lidars or the fitting of turbulence models that are technically only valid under neutral atmospheric conditions. These techniques are applicable in a research setting, but largely require more instrumentation and measurement data than are typically available during a wind resource assessment.
Fitting a turbulence model
One method for correcting lidar turbulence includes modeling the spatial averaging effects of the lidar probe volume. This 20 method involves convolving the true radial velocity field with a spatial weighting function that is controlled by the lidar beam pattern (e.g., Sjöholm et al., 2009; Sathe et al., 2011) . Spatial weighting functions for both pulsed and continuous wave lidars are relatively straightforward (e.g., Sonnenschein and Horrigan, 1971) . However, modeling the true velocity field requires knowledge of the three-dimensional turbulence structure, which can be described by the spectral velocity tensor, Φ ij .
The spectral velocity tensor can be modeled through use of the Mann (1994) turbulence model, as in Sjöholm et al. (2009 ), 25 Mann et al. (2010 , Sathe et al. (2011) , and others. Fitting the model requires three parameters: a turbulence dissipation rate parameter, a length scale, and a parameter that describes the anisotropy of the flow. Values for these parameters can be estimated by using high-frequency sonic anemometer data, but cannot be obtained from the lidar itself.
Six-beam method
To reduce variance contamination caused by the DBS and Velocity-Azimuth Display (VAD) scans (Browning and Wexler, 30 1968), Sathe et al. (2015b) proposed a new six-beam scanning technique for Doppler lidars. While the DBS and VAD tech-
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Wind Energ. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/wes-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/wes- -22, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Wind Energ. Sci. Published: 8 July 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. niques involve using the radial velocities to estimate the u, v, and w wind components, then calculating the variance, the six-beam technique uses the variances of the radial velocities measured at six different beam positions to estimate the variance and covariance components. Newman et al. (2016b) tested the six-beam method with a scanning lidar at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) in Erie, Colorado, and compared six-beam variance estimates to estimates from sonic anemometers on a tower at the site. Newman et al. (2016b) found that while the six-beam method did generally reduce variance contamina-5 tion in comparison to estimates from a WC lidar that used the DBS technique, errors in the different radial variance estimates caused large errors and even negative values in the resulting u and v variance estimates. Better estimates of the radial velocity variance are likely needed from lidars to obtain accurate results from the six-beam technique.
Multiple lidars
While single lidars require measurements around a scanning circle to estimate the three-dimensional velocity field, multiple 10 scanning lidars can be pointed toward a particular volume of air to obtain turbulence estimates with much higher spatial resolution (e.g., Calhoun et al., 2006; Fuertes et al., 2014; Newsom et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2016a) . To collect turbulence measurements, multi-lidar systems must be temporally and spatially synchronized with a high degree of accuracy. Synchronization techniques have been developed for a set of user-customized scanning lidars (Vasiljevic et al., 2014) , but are currently not easily implemented on most other scanning lidars. In addition, scanning lidars are much more expensive than commercially 15 available vertically profiling lidars, particularly if more than one scanning lidar is required for operation.
Structure functions
Structure functions describe the spatial correlation of a variable at different separation distances (e.g., Stull, 2000) . If the turbulence is isotropic and the turbulence length scale is large, the structure function can be approximated by the Kolmogorov (1941) model and used to estimate the velocity variance. Krishnamurthy et al. (2011) used scanning lidar data from a field campaign 20 to calculate structure functions in both the along-beam and azimuthal directions and fit the functions to the Kolmogorov (1941) model to obtain estimates of the velocity variance. The lidar data used by Krishnamurthy et al. (2011) were obtained from a series of plan-position indicator (PPI) scans with high azimuthal resolution, which is typically not available from a scanning strategy used by a commercially available lidar.
Doppler spectrum
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As discussed by Mann et al. (2010) , the spectral density of a particular radial velocity, v r , is essentially a weighted count of all the positions within the probe volume where the radial velocity is equal to v r . The weighting occurs because the intensity of the lidar beam is highest at the center of the probe volume and drops off for distances in either direction from the probe volume center. The ensemble-averaged spectrum can then be related to the probability density function of the radial velocity at each position within the probe volume. Given this relation, the unfiltered ("true") variance can be obtained from the second Wind Energ. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/wes-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/wes- -22, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Wind Energ. Sci. Published: 8 July 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. et al. (2013) , it can be assumed that the wind field is homogeneous along the lidar beam and that the probability density of v r is approximately uniform along the probe volume. However, if a ground-based, vertically profiling lidar is used, the mean wind field will not be uniform along the lidar's line-of-sight and the effects of shear must be taken into account when estimating the unfiltered variance from the Doppler spectrum (Mann et al., 2010) . Currently, this method is more clearly defined for continuous wave lidars, as the Doppler spectra of pulsed lidars are affected by the finite length of the probe volume in addition 5 to turbulent fluctuations.
Summary
Several methods are currently available for obtaining more accurate turbulence estimates from Doppler lidars. Only a few methods were discussed here; a more extensive discussion of turbulence retrieval techniques can be found in and Sathe et al. (2015a) . Most of these methods require the fitting of models and the use of very specific scanning 10 strategies that can currently only be achieved with expensive scanning lidars. The Doppler spectrum method is promising for continuous wave lidars, but requires knowledge of the Doppler spectrum obtained at each lidar beam position, which is usually not available in the output of commercially available systems. Thus, there is clearly a need for a turbulence estimation method that can be implemented on commercially available lidars that use DBS and VAD techniques and that does not require highresolution data from a sonic anemometer. Details of the new turbulence estimation method proposed in this paper are discussed 15 in the next section.
Methodology
The TI error model described in this work, L-TERRA, was initially developed for the WC pulsed Doppler lidar. Future work will involve expanding L-TERRA to different lidar configurations and scanning strategies, although the basic framework for the model will stay the same. The different modules of L-TERRA in its current form are described in this section. In addition, 20 the power prediction model that was used to relate errors in TI to errors in power prediction is introduced.
TI error model: L-TERRA
A flowchart depicting different methods for correcting TI with L-TERRA is shown in Fig. 2 . L-TERRA contains several modules that reduce the lidar TI error in different ways. For each of the main modules, outlined in red in Fig. 2 , many different methods are available to reduce the TI error. For example, four different methods were evaluated to reduce noise: a spike 25 filter, and three different methods discussed by Lenschow et al. (2000) (Lenschow 1, Lenschow 2, and Lenschow 3) . Some methods can only be applied to the u, v, and w velocity data while others can only be applied to radial velocity data, v r ; thus, two different model paths can be followed for volume averaging and variance contamination, depending on which wind speed parameters are selected to calculate the variance. All possible combinations of different methods were tested on each data set to determine which combination produced the largest reduction in TI and power prediction error. 
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Preprocessing
Several steps are taken before the lidar data enter the TI correction process. First, values of u, v, and w are calculated from the raw WC radial velocity time series. For the WC lidar, the wind speed components can be calculated in two different ways: by estimating new u, v, and w components every time the lidar beam moves to a new position (i.e., every 1 s) or by estimating a single value of each of the wind components for every 4-s scan, similar to a VAD technique. In Section 6, both the 1-s and 4-s 5 techniques are used to calculate the wind components in the evaluation of L-TERRA.
Next, the data are interpolated to a grid with constant temporal spacing, as statistical measures such as the calculation of variance and spectra require that the frequency resolution of the measurements is constant. The mean horizontal wind speed and shear parameter are calculated before L-TERRA is applied, as these parameters are required for implementation of L-TERRA and are relatively unaffected by the errors that plague turbulence measurements.
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The 10min mean horizontal wind speed, U , is defined by Eq. 1:
where u and v are the east-west and north-south wind components, respectively, and the overbar denotes temporal averaging.
The shear parameter, α, is derived from the standard power law equation (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2005) :
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where z is height above ground and z r is a reference height. Eq. 2 can be simplified by letting U (z r )z −α r equal a constant β, as in Clifton et al. (2013) . The power law then becomes the following:
A 10min mean value of α can be found by taking the natural logarithm of Eq. 3 and fitting the resulting equation to a straight line. In this work, values of U measured by the WC between 40 and 200 m were used to calculate values of α.
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The raw wind speeds are rotated into a new coordinate system by forcing v and w to 0 and aligning u with the 10min mean wind direction (e.g., Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994) . The TI is then defined by Eq. 4:
where σ u is the standard deviation of u over a 10min period, defined in the new coordinate system, and u is the 10min mean wind speed. Eq. 4 gives the initial lidar-estimated value of the horizontal TI. A similar procedure was used to calculate TI from 25 the cup and sonic anemometer data used in this work.
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Instrument noise
A standard way to remove outliers from a time series is to use a spike filter (e.g., Vickers and Mahrt, 1997) . A basic spike filter was evaluated for the model in addition to several methods developed by Lenschow et al. (2000) . These methods involve the use of the lidar's velocity spectrum or autocovariance function to estimate the amount of noise in the variance measurements from the lidar. 
Volume averaging
Two methods were evaluated to mitigate the effects of volume averaging: structure functions and spectral extrapolation. As discussed in Section 2.3.4, structure functions can be estimated using available lidar data and fit to modeled forms of structure functions to estimate turbulence parameters (e.g., Krishnamurthy et al., 2011) . By fitting the lidar data to a model, the reduction of turbulence due to volume averaging is mitigated. Although the estimation of structure functions with a lidar is optimized
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with the use of a high-resolution PPI scan, as in Krishnamurthy et al. (2011) , structure functions can also be estimated from DBS scans.
Another method of mitigating volume averaging is to model the lidar velocity spectrum and use the model to extrapolate the spectrum to higher frequencies. The high-frequency part of the modeled spectrum can then be integrated to obtain an estimate of the variance that is not measured by the lidar as a result of spatial and temporal resolution (e.g., Hogan et al., 2009 ). 
Variance contamination
Methods to reduce variance contamination include the six-beam technique developed by Sathe et al. (2015b) , discussed in Section 2.3.2, and the use of Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis to estimate the change in the vertical velocity across the lidar scanning circle (Newman, 2015) . Variance contamination proved to be the most difficult effect to capture in L-TERRA.
Thus, work with a lidar simulator is currently ongoing to make further refinements to this module of L-TERRA. 
Machine learning
The previous three modules (instrument noise, volume averaging, and variance contamination) constitute the physics-based corrections of L-TERRA. These modules rely only on data from the lidar itself and use theory rather than mathematical models.
While the physics-based corrections do reduce lidar TI error, there is still some error in the lidar TI estimates in comparison to estimates from a cup or sonic anemometer. Thus, machine-learning methods were used in the final step of L-TERRA to bring 25 lidar TI estimates even closer to met tower estimates.
Three machine-learning methods were evaluated as part of L-TERRA: random forests, support vector regression, and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS). Random forests were evaluated because they are relatively easy to understand and have previously been used for wind energy applications (e.g., Clifton et al., 2013; Bulaevskaya et al., 2015) . Support vector regression and MARS are both well-suited for the prediction of physical processes. More information on random forests, sup- Potential predictor variables for the machine-learning models were divided into two broad categories: atmospheric state and lidar operating characteristics. Variables that were evaluated as predictor variables in L-TERRA are given in Table 1 .
Atmospheric state variables included shear parameter, mean wind speed, Doppler spectral broadening, and u and w velocity 5 variances. Lidar operating characteristics included signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and internal instrument temperature. Mean wind speed also affects data quality, as lidars cannot measure turbulence at low wind speeds as accurately as a result of relative intensity noise (Chang, 2005) . In all, 14 predictor variables were considered for the machine learning portion of L-TERRA.
Sensitivity of the TI error to the various predictor variables was assessed following the guidelines in Annex L of the new committee draft of IEC 61400-12-1 (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2013) . Data from the Atmospheric Radiation
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Measurement (ARM) site, described in Section 4, were used to assess the importance of different predictor variables in predicting lidar TI error. First, predictor variables were binned and bin-means of the TI percent error corresponding to each bin were calculated. A least-squares technique was then used to calculate a regression line between the predictor bin centers and the bin-means of the TI percent error. Sensitivity, defined as the product of the regression line slope and the standard deviation of the predictor variable, was then calculated for each predictor. The sensitivity gives the approximate change in the TI
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error for a change in the predictor variable that is equivalent to one standard deviation of the variable. All predictor variables had sensitivity values over 0.5, which indicates a significant relationship between all the predictor variables and the TI error, according to Annex L of IEC 61400-12-1 (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2013).
As the majority of the predictor variables are related to the atmosphere, which is a highly synergistic system, it is likely that one or more of the variables are correlated to one another. Thus, a correlation matrix was calculated for the potential predictor 20 variables. For pairs of variables with a correlation coefficient of over 0.5, the predictor with a lower sensitivity value was removed from the list of potential predictor variables. The final predictor variables were as follows: TI from the physics-based corrections, α, SNR, σ 2 w (w velocity variance), spectral broadening, instrument internal temperature, and pitch of the lidar.
Power prediction
Reduction in TI error was related to reduction in turbine power prediction error through the use of a power prediction model.
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Simulations used in Clifton et al. (2013) were again used to develop a power prediction model for the 1.5MW WindPACT turbine (Malcolm and Hansen, 2006) . First, 3-D flow fields with varying degrees of wind shear and TI were created using TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009 ). These flow fields were then used as input for the turbine simulator FAST (Jonkman and Buhl Jr., 2005) to model the response of the WindPACT turbine to flow fields with different degrees of shear and turbulence. The 10min mean hub-height wind speed, hub-height TI, and shear parameter were extracted from the TurbSim output and the 10min mean 30 turbine power was extracted from the FAST output. These parameters, in addition to the turbine operating range, were then used to train a random forest model. The trained model accepts values of mean wind speed, TI, and shear, and predicts the 10min mean power that would be produced by the 1.5MW WindPACT turbine. Lidars can accurately measure the mean wind speed (e.g., Sjöholm et al., 2008; Pichugina et al., 2008; Peña et al., 2009) The BAO is a field site located approximately 25 km east of the Rocky Mountain foothills (Kaimal and Gaynor, 1983) . The WC was deployed at the BAO near a 300m tower from February to April 2014. The 300m tower was instrumented with twelve 15 3-D sonic anemometers, with two sonics mounted on opposite booms every 50 m from 50 to 300 m AGL. RM Young sonics, owned by the University of Oklahoma, were mounted on the northwest booms of the tower, and Campbell Scientific CSAT3 sonics, owned by the National Center for Atmospheric Research, were mounted on the southeast booms.
The WC was also deployed at an operational wind farm in the Southern Great Plains. (Due to a nondisclosure agreement with the wind farm, we cannot disclose the location or details of the wind farm.) The WC was located on the wind farm from
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November 2013 to July 2014, with a break from February to April 2014 while the WC was located at the BAO. During the wind farm deployments, the WC was sited in the same enclosure as a met tower with standard wind energy instrumentation, including a cup anemometer at the turbine hub height. For the winter deployment, the WC was located near a met tower on the north end of the wind farm, and for the spring/summer deployment, the WC was moved to the tower enclosure at the south end of the wind farm, in accordance with the dominant wind direction during each season at the wind farm. Data shown here are 25 restricted to wind directions corresponding to turbine inflow.
Although the simulated 1.5MW WindPACT turbine used in this work has a hub height of 84 m, none of the sites were instrumented with cup or sonic anemometers at the 84m measurement height. Thus, the closest height to 80 m that contained both lidar and met tower data at each site was defined as the "hub height" for that site. This resulted in hub heights of 60, 100, and 80 m at the ARM site, BAO, and wind farm, respectively. particularly in SNR, could be due to the different "hub heights" at each site; the SNR values shown for the BAO are from 100 m while the SNR values for the ARM site and wind farm are from 60 and 80 m, respectively. As SNR is strongly tied to aerosol concentrations, which generally decrease with height, SNR is expected to be lower for measurement heights that are further from the ground (e.g., Aitken et al., 2012) . However, SNR values from the 50m height at the BAO were also generally lower than SNR values at the ARM site and wind farm. During the BAO campaign, much lower WC data availability was higher amounts of turbulence (e.g., Stull, 2000) . In contrast, high shear conditions (large positive shear parameter) tended to be associated with higher wind speeds and lower TI values. High shear conditions often occur when the atmosphere is stable; mixing and turbulent motions are inhibited and wind speed tends to decrease with height as frictional effects from the surface become less dominant. At the BAO, low shear conditions were often associated with very low wind speeds and high TI, similar to the other sites. However, the striation of the U /TI curve by shear parameter is not as prominent at the BAO, and high TI 25 values were often associated with large shear parameters. At this site, the magnitude of TI is likely strongly affected by the low SNR values at the site (Fig. 5c ) and complex terrain, in addition to the diurnal heating cycle. Thus, relations between TI, wind speed, and shear parameter are not as clear at the BAO.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the large differences in atmospheric conditions and lidar data quality that can occur in different locations. Thus, the deployment of the same WC lidar at three different sites alongside met towers provides an excellent At the ARM site, α was strongly related to the sign of TI errors, with the WC overestimating TI under unstable conditions and underestimating TI under stable conditions (Fig. 7a) . The over-and underestimation of TI was likely due to the effects 10 of variance contamination and volume averaging, respectively. Regression line slopes increase with decreasing stability, as in Sathe et al. (2011) . In this region of the United States, the shear parameter is strongly tied to the atmospheric stability (e.g., Newman and Klein, 2014) , likely because the diurnal transition of the atmospheric layer largely controls the wind speed profile in flat terrain (e.g., Arya, 2001) . TI error trends from the wind farm data set are remarkably similar to those found in the ARM data set (Fig. 7c) . This is not surprising, as both data sets were collected in a similar region with similar terrain and diurnal
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transitions.
In contrast, lidar TI errors at the BAO did not follow a distinct pattern according to the shear parameter (Fig. 7b) . Flow in this area is affected by complex terrain in addition to diurnal trends, so the shear parameter is likely not an accurate indicator of the atmospheric stability. At the BAO, nearly all the lidar TI measurements were overestimates in comparison to the sonic anemometers. As SNR values at the site were generally much lower in comparison to the ARM site (Fig. 5c ), more noise was 20 likely present in the lidar data at the BAO, resulting in TI overestimates. The lower SNR at the site also contributed to low lidar data availability and a much smaller number of data points in comparison to the other two sites.
Next, lidar and met tower TI data were used as inputs for the power prediction model, in addition to the hub-height wind speed, shear parameter, and turbine operating range. As discussed in Section 3.2, power was predicted for the 1.5MW Wind-PACT turbine, which has a hub height of 84 m and a rated wind speed of 11.5 m s −1
. Power error is expressed as a function of 25 lidar TI error in Fig. 8 , with different colored circles corresponding to different parts of the power curve. At all three sites, the largest power errors were found in the wind speed region just above and below the rated wind speed, where power sensitivity to turbulence is highest (Fig. 1b) . In this region, even small TI errors of 1%-2% can result in power errors above 2.5% of the rated power. This trend is evident at all three sites, although there are relatively fewer points in this transition region at the BAO as a result of the lower mean wind speeds experienced at the BAO in comparison to the other two sites (Fig. 5a ). The largest
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TI errors occur at lower wind speeds (near 75% of the rated wind speed). However, because power sensitivity to TI is low in this region of the power curve, these large TI errors did not often translate to large errors in predicted power. For wind speeds above the rated wind speed, power error increases steadily with increasing TI error, but most power errors are below 0.5% of the rated power. Power percent error is expressed as a function of shear parameter and WC TI in Fig. 9 . Atmospheric conditions range from low-shear, high TI environments at the upper left corner of the plots (i.e., unstable conditions) to high-shear, low-TI environments at the lower right corner of the plots (i.e., stable conditions). At all three sites, power errors are negligible for wind speeds near 75% of the rated wind speed and are generally smaller than 0.5% for wind speeds around 125% of the rated wind speed. The largest errors, as also shown in Fig. 8 , occur for wind speeds near rated. (Note the small number of colored 5 boxes in Fig. 9b for wind speeds near and above the rated wind speed. Colored boxes are only shown for bins with three or more data points, and wind speeds at the BAO were generally quite low, as previously discussed.) For the ARM site and the wind farm, the sign of the errors changes when moving from stable to unstable conditions, with power overestimates occurring under stable conditions and power underestimates occurring under unstable conditions. As the WC typically underestimates TI under stable conditions (Fig. 7) , power predictions made with these TI estimates underestimate the effects of TI on power
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( Fig. 1a) . Thus, power predictions made under stable conditions with the WC TI values are overestimates of the true power.
In contrast, the WC overestimates TI under unstable conditions ( Fig. 7) and thus overestimates the effect of TI on power. In the region near the rated wind speed, overestimating the TI results in predicting a lower amount of power than what is truly produced (Fig. 1a) . At all three sites, the largest power errors tend to occur under low-shear, high TI conditions, which typically correspond to unstable conditions. This is not surprising, as WC TI estimates under unstable conditions had the largest errors 
Model results
In this section, initial results from L-TERRA are shown for data from the ARM site, the BAO, and the Southern Plains wind farm. For this initial investigation of the performance of L-TERRA, the structure function and six-beam techniques were not evaluated, as these techniques require further refinement for inclusion in the model. 
Single data sets
First, data from each site were examined individually to assess model performance. For each site, all possible combinations of the error corrections described in Section 3.1 were evaluated. For the machine-learning module, 75% of the data were used for training with the remaining 25% used for testing model performance. The corrected lidar TI was then used as an input parameter for the power prediction model described in Section 3.2. Ten-minute mean power predicted from the lidar inputs 25 was compared to power predicted from the met tower inputs, and the model combination that produced the lowest power mean absolute error (MAE) was selected as the optimal model combination for that particular site. At all three sites, data were filtered to avoid mast shadowing. In addition, 10min periods where the mean wind speed was less than 3 m s The optimal model combinations for all three sites are shown in Table 3 wind speed components every 4 s using data from the entire scan. This is not surprising, as TI calculated from data with higher temporal resolution is more likely to match TI calculated from a cup or sonic anemometer. The noise removal, volume averaging, and machine-learning options were slightly different for the different sites. However, the use of corrected TI data in the power prediction model at all three sites significantly decreased power MAE values (Table 3) .
Although L-TERRA improved lidar TI estimates and power predictions, the model does not perform uniformly under all 5 atmospheric conditions. The change in power percent error resulting from application of L-TERRA is shown as a function of shear exponent and WC TI in Fig. 10 for the ARM site and Southern Plains wind farm (results from the BAO are not shown in this figure due to the smaller number of data points at the BAO). L-TERRA generally improves power estimates slightly for wind speeds above and below the rated wind speed, although the error increased for some periods with a small shear exponent (< 0.1). The largest decreases in power percent error occur for low TI values and higher shear exponent values at the ARM 10 site (Fig. 10a) , which typically correspond to stable conditions. The power percent error tended to increase for low shear (e.g., unstable conditions) at both sites, but particularly at the wind farm.
Scatter plots of WC versus met tower TI both before and after L-TERRA has been applied to the test set are shown in these TI estimates, bringing them very close to the one-to-one line (Figs. 11b, 11d ), these periods are still associated with large power percent errors. This likely occurs because at both of these sites, low-TI, high-shear conditions often correspond to higher wind speeds near the rated wind speed of the 1.5MW WindPACT turbine (Figs. 6a, 6c) , where turbulence sensitivity is highest (Fig. 1b) . Other large power errors are associated with unstable and neutral conditions with higher TI values. Although the largest TI errors occur under low-shear, high-TI conditions (Figs. 7a, 7c, 11a, 11c) , these large TI errors do not often 20 result in large power errors, as they are usually associated with low wind speeds at both the ARM site and the wind farm (Figs. 6a, 6c) , where turbulence sensitivity is low (Fig. 1b) . Several of the neutral and unstable TI estimates that are associated with large power errors are initially located above the one-to-one line in Figs. 11a and 11c; these overestimates are likely a result of variance contamination, which is most prominent under unstable conditions (e.g., Sathe et al., 2011) . The variance contamination module in L-TERRA reduces these TI overestimates somewhat, but several of the TI estimates associated with 25 large power errors still lie above the one-to-one line in Figs. 11b and 11d . Some of the TI values measured by the WC under unstable conditions are initially quite accurate (e.g., the TI estimate lying on the one-to-one line near TI = 20% in Fig. 11a ), but decrease as a result of the variance contamination module and become less accurate (Fig. 11b) .
Combined data sets
In the previous section, the machine-learning model in L-TERRA was trained and tested at the same site and significantly
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reduced TI and power errors at all three sites. However, the goal of L-TERRA is to provide more accurate TI estimates from a stand-alone lidar at a site that does not have a met tower. Thus, the performance of L-TERRA at a site where the machinelearning model was not trained is of paramount importance.
In this section, the optimal physical corrections (Table 3) were applied to the data from each site. Data from each site were then divided into training and testing data sets, with 75% of the data used for training and 25% of the data used for testing, similar to the procedure used in Section 6.1. Different combinations of the training data sets were then used to train the MARS machine-learning model, and the trained model was tested on the test data sets from all three sites. The power MAE for each combination of training and testing sets is shown in Table 4 , with bold values corresponding to model performance when the 5 MARS model is both trained and tested at the same site.
For the ARM site, training the MARS model with the BAO and/or wind farm data always resulted in higher power MAE values in comparison to only training the model with data from the ARM site, although these MAE values were lower than the original MAE before L-TERRA was applied (Table 3) . However, training the model with multiple data sets improved the performance of L-TERRA at the ARM site. When the BAO or wind farm training data sets were used individually, the power
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MAE for the ARM site was 2.13 kW. Training the model with data from both the BAO and the wind farm reduced the power MAE to 2.05 kW. By including data from different sites, the model can be trained on a larger variety of conditions and is thus more likely to perform better at a site where it has not been trained. Results for the BAO are similar, with lower power MAE values produced when both the ARM site and wind farm data are used to train the MARS model. When the MARS model was trained using data from the ARM site and tested on the wind farm site, a large MAE value 15 of 5.14 kW was produced (Table 4) . This large increase in MAE is surprising, as the atmospheric conditions at the ARM site and the wind farm are quite similar (Figs. 5, 6 ). However, when the MARS model parameters were tuned to the ARM site data, the MAE value for the wind farm was reduced from 5.14 kW to 1.51 kW. Optimal tuning parameters for the different machine-learning models will be further investigated in the future when more data sets have been collected.
It should also be noted that while the MARS machine-learning model performed best for the ARM and BAO sites, a random 20 forest model produced the lowest power MAE value for the wind farm (Table 3) . Thus, different combinations of training and test sets were also evaluated with the random forest model. The use of a random forest instead of the MARS model reduced the wind farm MAE to 1.59 kW when the ARM training data set was used. However, using a random forest also increased the wind farm MAE to 11.95 kW when only the BAO training data set was used to train the model. Using a random forest increased the ARM site MAE to 5.84 kW when the BAO training data set was used. Thus, although the random forest model 25 seems to generally perform better at the wind farm, large errors occur when only the BAO data set is used to train the random forest. It is possible that a random forest does not perform as well as the MARS model when the training data set is associated with different conditions than the testing data set (Fig. 5) or when the training data set is small. Histograms of training and testing input parameters indicated that several input parameters from the ARM and wind farm sites were outside the range of parameters used to train the model with the BAO data (not shown). This indicates the importance of using a training data set 30 that encompasses a large range of atmospheric conditions.
In general, the machine-learning module in L-TERRA can be trained and tested at different sites without a significant increase in power MAE. This is an important finding, as it implies that L-TERRA can be trained at one or more sites and then applied to lidar data at a new site to improve TI estimates. While the MARS model performed well for the ARM and BAO data sets regardless of which training data sets were used, the random forest method was generally more well suited to the wind farm data set. Future research will focus on the optimal machine-learning method to use for a particular combination of training and testing data sets.
Conclusions and future work
Lidars are currently being considered as a viable replacement to meteorological towers in the wind energy industry. Unlike met towers, lidars can be easily deployed at different locations and are capable of collecting wind speed measurements at 5 heights spanning the entire turbine rotor disk. However, lidars measure different values of TI than a cup or sonic anemometer, and this uncertainty in lidar TI estimates is a major barrier to the adoption of lidars for wind resource assessment and power performance testing. In this work, a lidar turbulence error reduction model, L-TERRA, was developed and tested on WC lidar data from three different sites. The model incorporates both physics-based corrections and machine-learning techniques to improve lidar TI estimates.
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Main findings from the work can be summarized as follows:
• For mean wind speeds near the rated wind speed of a turbine, small errors of 1%-2% in TI can result in large errors in power prediction.
• L-TERRA improves TI estimates and reduces power MAE at all three sites, although the optimal model configuration depends on the site.
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• L-TERRA performs most poorly under high-shear conditions, when mean wind speeds tend to be near the rated wind speed, and under low-shear conditions, when variance contamination can significantly increase lidar TI estimates.
• The machine-learning module in L-TERRA generally reduces power MAE even when the machine-learning model is trained at one site and tested at another site. A larger reduction in MAE occurs when the machine-learning model is trained on more than one data set.
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Although the combination of physics-based corrections and machine learning, as implemented in L-TERRA, is a promising method for reducing lidar TI error, further refinements must be made to different modules in the model to improve performance under a variety of conditions. Future work will include the use of a lidar simulator to improve the volume averaging and variance contamination corrections in L-TERRA. Additional data sets will be collected for training and testing of the model, including data sets from complex terrain and different areas of the world. The current version of L-TERRA was developed specifically 25 for the vertically profiling WC lidar, but plans are underway to expand L-TERRA to different lidar models and scanning configurations.
The development of L-TERRA and other TI correction techniques has significant implications for the wind energy industry, which has traditionally relied on data from fixed met towers. L-TERRA can be applied to commercially available lidars that are commonly used in the wind industry, thus expanding the use of lidars for wind energy applications. Lidars with improved
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Improved lidar TI estimates could also help wind energy developers make more informed decisions about turbine selection and wind farm layout. The use of lidars in place of met towers for wind energy applications should allow for more rapid development of wind in regions where it is difficult or costly to install met towers, and the improvement of lidar turbulence estimates will greatly assist in the adoption of lidars in the wind industry.
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Stability Classification Shear Parameter Range
Strongly stable α ≥ 0.3 Table 4 . Power MAE (in kW) for testing data sets from all three sites for different combinations of training data sets. The optimal physical corrections for each site (Table 3 ) and trained MARS model were applied to each testing data set to improve the TI estimates. The bold value in each column corresponds to the MAE value that results when the MARS model was trained and tested at the same site. 
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